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Kapnorth is not just a name. Kapnorth is the spirit which the four musicians create out of their 
compositions. Kapnorth find inspiration in the far North, in its rocky rawness and in the 
vastness of its looming horizon. Or in its never-ending stillness, its yearning and unruly 
power. 
 
Kapnorth went hunting in 2008. While stalking deer the four-piece followed in the footsteps of 
respectable huntsmen. They kept following those tracks. Their mission was as clear as ice water: the 
proudest animal, the most dangerous temperament and the most beautiful antlers were what they were 
after. After long years of study and the experience they gained from it, Kapnorth adjusted the crosshairs 

of their sights and locked on to the perfect and mysterious creature of their own perception. 
 
Run to ground and proudly hunted down in Iceland’s endless expanses. Refined with a fresh marine 
breeze from Reykjavik. Arranged with the laments of trolls and elves and swallowed up at the foot of a 
growling volcano. This dish is a delicious feast: delicate thundering, spicy lightning and exquisitely 
stormy. 
 
Kapnorth play hypnotic, honest and yes, sometimes strange music. The band recorded their debut album 
Thunder Lightning Storm in the famed Sundlaugin-studios of Sigur Ros in Iceland in the summer of 2012. 
Engineer Birgir Jon Birgisson, with his miraculous powers, his stock of instruments and his sheer 
boundless experience, helped to concoct a sensual gamey dish out of the ingredients Kapnorth brought 

along. 
 
Kapnorth are Elia (voice, keys), Dave (guitar, keys, voice), Marius (guitar, synths, voice) und Jonas 
(drums).  
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